


2O22 | 2O23  Commemorative program SERIES 

Flight exhibitions are scheduled with most Saturday events, but please realize that these 
are vintage planes subject to maintenance surprises and weather delays, so there is the 
possibility that a flight may be canceled at the last moment. 

 

SEPTEMBER 2O22

Sep. 16  Friday, 5:30pm       PMPOW/MIA Recognition Night
In the United States, National POW/MIA Recognition Day is observed annually on the third Friday in 
September. It honors those who were prisoners of war and those who are still missing in action.  The Palm 
Springs Air Museum remembers all those who made these sacrifices for our freedoms by joining together the 
people who proudly wore the Vietnam POW bracelets and the military members they wore them for.  Join us 
for an evening of stories, first meetings, happiness, tears, and remembrance for all who gave so much.
WINE AND LIGHT HORS D’OEUVRES WILL BE SERVED BY LULU OF PALM SPRINGS. 
MEMBERS $15, NON-MEMBERS $20, PLEASE RSVP TO 760-482-1836

OCTOBER 2O22

Oct. 29  Saturday, all day       Halloween Themed Chili Cook-Off & Car Show

Be a part of the fun at PSAM’s 13th annual Chili Cook-Off and Car Show.  Burn rubber on over to see some 
awesome rides and enjoy a tasting of various chili offerings from the Museum volunteers’ secret recipes.   
It will be a ghoulish feast for the eyes and the tummy. Sponsored by the Desert Classic Car Association.        
To enter a vehicle please contact: 760-346-1984 or email driwasherik@aol.com

NOVEMBER 2O22

Nov. 5  Saturday, 1pm       Return to Normandy: The Story of Flying the ‘Flabob 
Express’ DC-3 from California to Europe for the 75th Anniversary of D-day

Most pilots don’t jump into a 75-year-old, low-altitude, unpressurized World War II airplane and fly over the 
Atlantic Ocean just for fun. But three adventurous brothers who share a love of vintage airplanes did just that. 
Bill, Bob and John (aka Tym) Tymczyszyn donned exposure suits and portable oxygen masks and took turns  flying 
a World War II DC-3 from Riverside, CA to Normandy, France for the 75th anniversary of D-Day. Find out more 
about this long distance tribute flight and what it took to make it happen. Presenter: Bob Tymczyszyn

Nov. 12  Saturday,  all day       PSAM 26th Anniversary & F-117 Nighthawk Unveiling

Palm Springs Air Museum celebrates its 26th anniversary with thanks to all who served Our Country. Join us 
for a day filled with flight exhibitions, musical performances, birthday cake, re-enactors and activities for the 
kids. At 1PM we will unveil our newly restored F-117 Nighthawk and have a special tribute to all who built, 
maintained and flew this incredible machine.

Nov. 19  Saturday, 1pm       10th Annual Props & Hops Craft Beer Festival

The Palm Springs Air Museum will be hosting our annual Props and Hops Craft Beer Festival featuring craft 
beers from all over the region, local musical acts, food vendors and flight exhibitions. This event grows in 
popularity every year as it has become the premier craft beer event in the valley. Visit our website for festival 
times and admission prices.

Traveling exhibits

evening events

ALL DATES SATURDAYS AT 1PM EXCEPT WHERE NOTED.
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Nov. 26  Saturday, 1pm       US Attack Aviation: Air Force and Navy Light Attack, 
                         1916 to the Present 

Attack aviation is the direct engagement of ground or sea targets at low altitude. This program will provide 
an overview history of American attack aviation from its inception in World War I to present. It describes the 
evolution of both US Navy and Air Force aircraft and the cultures of Navy and Air Force squadrons. The pillars 
of the narrative are several case studies that characterize the advancement of technology and battle tactics 
over time: SBD Dauntless, AD Skyraider, A-4 Skyhawk, A-7 Corsair II, A-10 Thunderbolt II, F-16 Viper, F/A-18 
Hornet, and F-35 Lightning II. Each of the cases contains first-person accounts that include a description of 
the aircraft’s origin, competitive procurement, major attack features, and combat employment. 
Presenter: Brig Gen RG Head, USAF (Ret.)   --  Book Signing to follow presentation

DECEMBER 2O22

Dec. 4  Sunday, 1pm       Pearl Harbor – A Moment in Time

Known the world over as a “date which will live in infamy,” the devastating events of December 7, 1941 
changed the course of history. It was then that a surprise air attack by the Japanese plunged the United 
States into World War II, claiming thousands of lives. Even today that tragic history is never too far in the 
past. This program will be an exploration of the events leading up to the raid on Pearl Harbor and in depth 
look at the personal accounts of its significant participants. Presenter: Michael Carra

Dec.10  Saturday, 1pm       Flights to Oblivion, Flights to Fame: 
                The New York to Paris Race 

The vast Atlantic Ocean, long a barrier to the emerging technology of flight was challenged by a few 
brave men and women in the years following the First World War. Learn the hidden and fascinating 
stories of the pilots and pioneers who risked and in many cases, lost their lives to reach across thee 
trackless sea for a $25,000 prize and worldwide fame. Presenter: Mark Carlson

Dec.17  Saturday, 1pm       UPDATE – Amelia Earhart

From the day she disappeared in 1937, this case has captured the imagination of the world. Now take an in 
depth look at the historic background and current information on a true legend, Amelia Earhart. Still today, 
America’s Greatest Mystery.  This presentation will look at previous and the most current theories on the 
case, plus discuss a current  expedition to locate her. Presenter: Michael Carra

Dec. 19 - 23 | Monday - Friday, 5:30pm-8:30pm       Santa Fly-In and Winter Light Show

Ho, Ho, Ho and Away we go…  Each evening Santa Claus will arrive at the Air Museum in his helicopter to 
greet all the good little girls and boys who have come to see him. In addition to sitting for photographs and 
having a special gift for each child, Santa will open the museum to reveal a Christmas light spectacular for 
children young and old to enjoy.  Check the museum website for additional details: PalmSpringsAirMuseum.org

JANUARY 2O23

 Jan. 7  Saturday, 1pm       Bell UH-1 “Huey” Helicopter:  The story of how the 
                Bell “Huey” became the DC-3 of the helicopter world.  

The silhouette of this aircraft is synonymous with the war in Vietnam and the unmistakable noise made by its main rotor 
blades is a glorious sound to anyone who served during that conflict. The Bell UH-1 Iroquois (nicknamed the “Huey”) 
is a utility military helicopter designed and produced by the American aerospace company Bell Helicopter. It is the first 
member of the prolific Huey family, as well as the first turbine-powered helicopter in service with the United States 
military. Learn how it became the “go to” answer for a new type of “air mobility” warfare and why it developed into the  
aviation workhorse it continues as today. Presenter: George Haloulakos
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Jan. 14  Saturday, 1pm       Vietnam to Western Airlines 

Presenter Bruce Cowee joined the Air Force ROTC in 1962 and was commissioned a Second Lieutenant after 
graduating college in 1966.  Following flight school he was sent to Cam Ranh Bay Air Base in Vietnam, in May 
1968. Bruce was assigned to the 458th tactical airlift squadron flying the C7A. He flew close to 900 hours of 
combat flying time  before he separated from active duty in the Air Force on July 1, 1972.  Shortly after he 
began his career with Western Airlines on December 12, 1972. He flew various positions and aircraft while at 
Western, mostly on the Boeing 737 and Boeing 727s. His flying career began with Vietnam in 1968 and ended 
with 9/11 and its aftermath when he retired in 2004. Cowee authored the book “Vietnam to Western Airlines”, 
a product of flying with so many Vietnam veterans over the years and wanting to preserve the history and pay 
tribute to their service. Presenter: Bruce Cowee  --  Book signing to follow presentation

Jan. 21  Saturday, 1pm       Clash of the Titans: 
                The Russo-German Campaign of World War II

On June 22, 1941, Adolf Hitler unleashed an army of 3 million for a blitzkrieg conquest of the Soviet Union. He 
should have had second thoughts since Napoleon had begun his disastrous invasion of Russia 120 years earlier 
on that very day! During the Second World War over 10 million Germans and Russians would fight for four years 
over a 1,500-mile front stretching from the Arctic Ocean to the Caucuses.  Learn about the political leaders, 
generals, soldiers, and common people who were swept up in these titanic events. Consider how the outcome of 
this German-Russian campaign shaped the map of Europe for the next 50 years. Only today can we begin to fully 
understand its fatal legacy for the people of Europe. Presenter: Dr. Edward Gordon

Jan. 27 - 28  |  Friday-Saturday, 1pm       Meeting of Mentors: T-34 Fly–In 

Built as a replacement for the training planes of WWII, the T-34 Mentor developed into an aircraft 
cherished by the military and civilian pilots alike. In fact the T-34 remains in service more than six 
decades after it was first designed. Come visit us as a group of T-34 pilots drop into the Air Museum 
for a weekend of flight exhibitions, formation flying, contests and just plane fun.

FEBRUARY 2O23

Feb. 4  Saturday, 1pm       The Murder of a Tuskegee Airman

This is a story of a Red Tail P-51 pilot shot down over Austria in a dogfight during the last days of WWII. The 
pilot was held for three days, awaiting transport to an interrogation center in Germany. On the third evening, 
two Luftwaffe officers showed up with false papers and the airman was released to their custody. The next 
morning he was found hanging from the lamp post. Presenter Jerry Whiting provides specific information 
on the airman and on the identification of the Luftwaffe officers who murdered him. He also discusses the 
situation in Austria at that time and the reasons this airman and many other airmen were murdered in Austria 
during the final days of WWII. Presenter: Jerry Whiting

Feb. 4  Saturday,  5:30PM       INVISIBLE WARRIORS: AFRICAN AMERICAN WOMEN IN        
                        WORLD WAR II (Documentary Screening)

The film is an unforgettable conversation among a diverse group of African American “Rosie the Riveters” who 
recount what life was really like during World War II. They are hard working underdogs of high character who 
do battle and win. They fled lives as domestics and sharecroppers to empower themselves while working in war 
production and U.S. government offices. These patriotic pioneers share their wartime memories, recounting 
their battles against racism at home, Nazism abroad, and sexism everywhere. Without these women, the United 
States could not have won World War II.
WINE AND LIGHT HORS D’OEUVRES WILL BE SERVED BY LULU OF PALM SPRINGS. 
MEMBERS $15, NON-MEMBERS $20, PLEASE RSVP TO 760-482-1836
Presenter: Gregory Cooke     
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Feb.11 -  May 7       Snoopy and the Red Baron

Charles Schulz introduced Snoopy as the World War I Flying Ace in 1965, and over the decades the 
Flying Ace has become one of Snoopy’s most recognizable personas. This traveling exhibition from 
the Charles M. Schulz Museum and Research Center, titled Snoopy and the Red Baron, tells the 
full story of the charismatic and beloved character, from the origin of the story line, to how Schulz 
researched all aspects of World War I to bring authenticity to the strips. Snoopy and the Red Baron 
brings the full story of the World War I Flying Ace to life. The exhibition will delight fans who grew 
up with the Ace, and introduce new audiences to Snoopy’s adventures in the sky. Curated by the 
Charles M. Schulz Museum and Research Center, Santa Rosa, California, U.S.A.

Feb. 18  Saturday, 1pm       The Shadow Army: 
                 European Resistance during the Second World War

As the tyrannical regime of Nazi Germany spread its grip over Europe, its criminal oppression of peoples 
spawned increasingly powerful resistance movements in every occupied country. It became increasingly 
apparent as the war lengthened that the German Wehrmacht was not invincible. The savage acts of 
repression, hostage taking, and the persecution of Jews, labor leaders, Communists, Catholics and anyone 
who dared oppose the Nazi occupation provided more than enough motivation for hundreds of thousands 
of people to join secret armies. This program will trace how and why resistance forces grew as the war 
continued and how underground movements differed from country to country. It will celebrate the heroic 
deeds of many notable individuals who refused to surrender their countries to Adolf Hitler’s twisted 
“New Order”. Presenter: Dr. Edward Gordon

Feb. 24  Friday,  5:30pm       Palm Springs Air Museum Gala 2023

Save the date for this very important event honoring our heroes of aviation and military service.      
Please call 760-482-1832 for additional information

Feb. 25  Saturday, 1pm       Final Flight Final Fight: My grandmother, 
                 the WASP, and Arlington National Cemetery

When Arlington National Cemetery refused to accept her grandmother’s last request to be laid to rest 
there, she refused to let her legacy as a veteran die along with her. Presenter Erin Miller’s grandmother, 
Elaine Danforth Harmon, flew as a pilot with the Women Airforce Service Pilots (WASP) of World War 
II. Despite being part of the first group of women to fly for the United States Army, the WASP remained 
officially unrecognized as members of the military due to discriminatory thinking about gender on Capitol 
Hill and beyond. Miller led her family’s campaign on behalf of her grandmother, and all the women of the 
WASP, across social media, traditional news outlets, and to Capitol Hill to fight for their equal recognition at 
one of the nation’s most well-known cemeteries. Presenter: Erin Miller

MARCH 2O23

Mar. 4  Saturday, 1pm       Canadian Military Tribute

The Canadian Military participated in many ways during WWII, more than people today 
realize. Canadian forces landed on Juno beach on D-day, they played a large part in the Battle 
of the Atlantic and by the end of the war, Canada had the 4th largest allied air force in the 
world. The Canadian military has fought alongside the United States in most major conflicts 
since then, including the Korean War, the Gulf War, the Kosovo War, and most recently the 
war in Afghanistan. Join us as we pay honor to our neighbors to the north in this our annual 
Canadian Military Tribute program.
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Mar. 11  Saturday, 1pm       Bad to the Bone: Flying the Boeing B-1B Lancer

Nicknamed “The Bone,” the B-1B Lancer is a long-range, multi-mission, supersonic 
conventional bomber, which has served the United States Air Force since 1985. The aircraft 
is on track to continue flying out to 2040 and beyond. Originally designed for nuclear 
capabilities, the B-1 switched to an exclusively conventional combat role in the mid-1990s. 
In 1999, during Operation Allied Force, six B-1s flew 2 percent of the strike missions, yet 
dropped 20 percent of the ordnance, and during Operation Enduring Freedom the B-1 flew on 
2 percent of the sorties while dropping over 40 percent of the precision weapons. Hear from 
B-1B pilot Thad Darger and find out what is was like to fly the aircraft that holds almost 50 
world records for speed, payload, range, and time of climb in its class.
Presenter:  Capt. Thad Darger

Mar. 17  SATURDAY,  5:30PM       Snoopy and the Red Baron: Meet Charles M. 
          Schulz Museum Curator Benjamin Clark

The mission of the Charles M. Schulz Museum and Research Center is to preserve, display, and interpret 
the art of Charles M. Schulz. The Museum carries out this mission through exhibits and programming that 
celebrate the life of Schulz and the Peanuts characters. Come enjoy their fascinating traveling exhibit and 
hear from Curator Benjamin Clark about just what its like to work everyday with Charlie Brown, Lucy, Linus 
and of course loveable old Snoopy. Curated by the Charles M. Schulz Museum and Research Center, Santa 
Rosa, California, U.S.A. WINE AND LIGHT HORS D’OEUVRES WILL BE SERVED BY LULU OF PALM SPRINGS. 
MEMBERS $15, NON-MEMBERS $20, PLEASE RSVP TO 760-482-1836
Presenter: Curator Benjamin Clark

Mar. 18  Saturday, 1pm       Japan Strikes at Dawn! Defeat at Pearl Harbor, 
the Philippines, and Singapore: Conspiracy or Foul-up?

At the beginning of the Second World War from December 7, 1941 to March 8, 1942, in just 91 
days, Imperial Japan was spectacularly victorious. The Japanese attacks decimated much of 
the U.S. Pacific fleet at Pearl Harbor, destroyed U.S. air and naval capacities in the Philippines, 
and conquered the supposedly impregnable Gibraltar of the East – Singapore. How could this 
have happened? Were conspiracies and intelligence failures responsible for these debacles? 
Or were they the result of a series of foul-ups, poor planning, worse strategy, and ill luck? This 
program will focus on the events and personalities that shaped the early Japanese victories in 
the opening phase of World War II in the Pacific.
Presenter: Dr. Edward Gordon

Mar. 25  Saturday, 1pm       Operation Hailstone: The attack on Truk Lagoon 
                   and look from below the surface.

 This presentation starts with a brief history of the Caroline islands including the Japanese who 
acquired the islands at the end of WWI.  During WWII over a two-day period US carrier planes 
sank over 40 ships at anchor in Truk Lagoon and destroyed over 100 aircraft on the ground and in 
the air.  In the 1960’s when Jacques Cousteau arrived and explored the sunken wrecks, he put Truk 
on the map as having the best wreck diving in the world. See what still lies beneath the surface of 
this storied atoll in the central Pacific.
Presenter: Jeff Spere
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APRIL 2O23

Apr. 1  Saturday, 1pm       The First Hellcat Ace

A simple, personal and very engaging story that describes in detail the combat career of one of naval 
aviation’s deadliest fighter pilots. Although he objected to being called such, Hamilton McWhorter III’s 
service to family and country made him a standout among America’s Greatest Generation. From mid-
1943, Hamilton McWhorter was constantly engaged in the unforgiving and deadly aerial warfare that 
characterized the battles against Imperial Japan. His fifth aerial victory, achieved in November 1943 
while flying from the USS Essex, made him an ace. Seven subsequent victories, and his role as a combat 
leader, ensured his place in the annals of air-to-air combat. This presentation will put you in the cockpit 
right along side him as McWhorter skirts death to become “the first hellcat ace”.
Presenter: Lt Col Jay Stout

Apr. 8  Saturday, 1pm       Zeppelins: Giants of the Sky

In 1910 a commercial zeppelin became the world’s first airliner. Ferdinand von Zeppelin, 
a German count, pioneered rigid airship development beginning in the late 19th century. 
Historian Edward E. Gordon will reveal how the United States and many European 
nations developed giant airships. By mid-1914 German Zeppelins had carried over 
10,000 fee-paying passengers on over 1,500 flights! Even today modern Zeppelins are in 
limited service in the United States and Germany. 
Presenter: Dr. Edward Gordon

Apr. 15  Saturday, 1pm       “Testing the “SLUF”- 
    The A-7D  Corsair II and more”

The A-7D is a single-seat, tactical close air support aircraft derived from the U.S. Navy’s A-7. 
The first A-7D made its initial flight in April 1968, and deliveries of production models began 
in December 1968. When A-7D production ended in 1976, LTV had delivered 459 to the U.S. Air 
Force (USAF). The SLUF (Short, Little, Ugly, F#*@r as the A-7 was nicknamed by her aircrews) 
demonstrated its outstanding ground attack capability flying with the 354th Tactical Fighter Wing 
(TFW) at Korat Royal Thai Air Force Base, Thailand, during the closing months of the Vietnam War. 
Learn more about the flight testing of this aircraft from the pilot of THE FIRST  A-7 (D) received  
by the Air Force.
Presenter: Col. Robert Lilac

MAY 2O23

May. 29  Monday, 1pm       Annual Memorial Day Air Fair and Flower Drop

This is a very special day at the Palm Springs Air Museum. Our brief Memorial service is dedicated to 
all of our fallen comrades, who paid the ultimate price for our freedoms. In their honor, we highlight 
the service with a fly-by and flower drop of over 3,000 red 
and white carnations from a B-25 Mitchell bomber. This 
most impressive ceremony is our way of saluting our fallen 
comrades. Visitors are welcome to pick up a flower to take 
home. Flight exhibitions & activities scheduled all day long, 
Memorial Ceremony and Flower Drop scheduled for 1PM.
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SPONSORSHIPS 
AND RECOGNITION 

Your contribution qualifies by IRS guidelines as a 
charitable contribution, and is fully deductible. 
Palm Springs Air Museum -- A 501 (c)(3) 
Non-Profit Corporation -- TID # 33-0615350

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 760-778-6251

745 N. Gene Autry Trail
Palm Springs, CA 92262

760-778-6262

donations of any amount 
will gladly be accepted to 

support our programs.

 I N D I V I D U A L  P R O G R A M S 
select specific program(s)
All sponsors in this category will have their 
name or logo on the entryway easel and 
all program flyers and handouts.

$2,500        ACE
Recognition in one issue of the Beacon 
Newsletter for the month of the program

$1,000        aviator

 P R O G R A M  S E R I E S 
all commemorative and signature programs
All sponsors in this category will have their name or 
logo on the entryway easel, and in all media and flyers.

$50,000      gold
Recognition in the Gala Tribute book and the 
Beacon Newsletter

$25,000      silver
Recognition in the Beacon Newsletter

$10,000      bronze

 S E A S O N  S P O N S O R 
all programs and exhibits

$75,000      diamond
Name or logo on the easel in the entryway, 
all media, all flyers, recognition in the 
Gala Tribute book and the Beacon Newsletter.

QUEST FOR EXCELLENCE


